In principle debt growth and economic growth should go hand in hand, at least over the long term, if we say that
debt is supposed to support and sustain growth! The following graphs show the dangerous lack of correlation
between the increase in total debt and the trend in GDP for various countries.

… You can see that the end of the gold standard system was not inconsequential:

Below, the US public budget deficit with projections for the next 10 years which will make your head spin when
you realise these projections were made before Trump was elected President. Trump has said he intends to
relaunch infrastructure spending by financing it with a massive amount of debt.
If you go back over the history of US balanced and unbalanced budgets you will see that Bill Clinton was THE
President of balanced budgets!
Before him, deficits and after him the even bigger deficits of G. W. Bush and B. Obama never stated any concern
for the issue.

Growth in productivity is what leads to an increase in living standards. However despite all the public money
that has been spent and the massive injection of liquidity by the Federal Reserve, US productivity has not
responded. Over the last 5 year period, growth in productivity has been the lowest ever recorded! Which seems to
support the view of economists like Charles Gave who maintain that, paradoxically, low interest rates reduce
productivity.
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These two graphs highlight the current “miracle”. US debt has more than doubled in ten years but the interest
payable has remained stable while the budget deficit itself has exploded.
It’s easy to imagine the disaster that would be caused by even a modest increase in interest rates.

As you can see in the above graph, US debt has doubled under the eight years of the Obama administration.
See US Debt Clock at http://www.usdebtclock.org/ which provides, “for fun”, a real time debt counter and a large
amount of additional information.

“T he ideas of debt or and credit or as t o what const it ut es
a good t ime never coincide” P . G. Wodehouse
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Now let’s talk about property prices and the risk of a speculative bubble in the USA. In many cities the
residential property price index has now exceeded the last peak of 2006-07. A picture paints a thousand words:
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And here’s the Canadian house price index:

In Hong Kong the largest property developer is offering credit of up to… 120% of the “value” of the property being
sold to stimulate sales of a new property development. Makes you think doesn’t it? http://bit.ly/2gtg6j5
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… After subprime housing loans and we know how successful those were, the inventiveness and hyperactivity of
the “manufacturers of credit” moved on to a new market segment: car loans. Since you need a good sales patter
to go with the product, here it is: financing cars is very low risk since in the event of financial difficulty the average
American is much more likely to give up his house than his car. Apparently investors agree since here is the
increase in automobile loans in the USA:

If you enter “car loan financing 130 %” into Google you will find no lack of credit institutions ready to finance up
to 130% of the value of the vehicle!

… Student loans are also a profitable niche. Just a small detail. Of the 200 billion dollars in student loans granted
by the Federal Government, more than 40% is behind schedule on its interest payments or capital repayments.
The graph on the right shows the comparative change in various types of loans. The chart on the left shows the
proportion of student federal loans up to date or behind schedule.
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An interesting article in the Wall Street Journal shows that some companies “manufacture” bonds to place them
with the European Central Bank: http://on.wsj.com/2bvP3Fq. And the National Bank of Switzerland has invested
tens of billions in Apple, Exxon and Microsoft shares bought at the highest point of the market. Which leads us
indirectly to the following two graphs which illustrate the explosion in the balance sheet of the central banks.
Doesn’t it give you a slight feeling of a loss of control or desperate measures?

Another graph to show the extreme and desperate nature of Japan's monetary policy with an explosion in the
monetary base. This curve has to be read together with the following delectable quotation from the Governor of
the Bank of Japan Haruhiko Kuroda: “I trust that many of you are familiar with the story of Peter Pan, in
which it says: ‘The moment you doubt whether you can fly, you cease for ever to be able to do it’. Yes,
what we need is a positive attitude and conviction…”
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“T he world’s most inf luent ial economic ment or is neit her
K eynes nor Hayek , but Charles P onzi.” Tim Morgan
Charles Ponzi (1882-1949) was the first Madoff, the inventor of the “financial cavalry” concept.
.
An interesting historical perspective: in 2016, 10 year Dutch bonds reached the lowest yield for … 500 years;
French bonds, the lowest rates for 270 years; Italian for 209 years; Spanish since 194 years ago and German
bonds the lowest rates for 209 years (with a comparable episode for Germany only in the Twenties – which is
significant when you recall the financial instability experienced by Germany at the time).
Another historical perspective: the appearance of negative interest rates is said to be a first in the history of the
world's economy since 5000 years ago! http://cfa.is/2aNyTT7
Numerous economists have condemned the deflationary effect of negative rates. First of all it’s a tax, which is
deflationary by nature. A tax which then disproportionately hits the less well off and the middle classes and makes
them reduce consumption and increase savings. Here’s a simple example: if $100 in the bank today will only be
worth $97 in five years time, that is deflation.

In parallel, cashless transactions are increasing all the time. In the USA, for example, they represented an
overall value of $60 billion in 2010 against a Federal Reserve estimate of $620 billion in 2016. And how can
negative rates be applied effectively, when they are only a tax? By creating a cashless world where all money is
electronic. We are resolutely headed in that direction. The European Central Bank (not to mention India) is quietly
eliminating the 500 euro note. The economist Kenneth Rogoff attacks the idea of ready cash in an article in the
Wall Street Journal entitled “The Sinister Side of Cash” and wants to eliminate the 20, 50 and 100 dollar bills. Only
the 1, 5 and 10 dollar denominations would remain in circulation. In addition the Eurocrats have noticed that gold
and diamonds have escaped their control and are therefore recommending applying the same restrictions to
these assets as those on cash (see box below, from Grant Williams, “Things that make you go hmmm”, an
excellent newsletter).
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The chart below shows the share of cashless payments in different parts of the world. They already make up the
majority of transactions in the USA and are on their way to doing so in Europe and Asia. You can imagine the
potential disruption due to a computer or power failure. Also imagine the power of control, manipulation, asset
freezing and confiscation in the hands of the authorities.
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People are also forgetting that a country going bankrupt (or the equivalent, suspending payments with
restructuring or cancelling of its debt) remains a possibility of last resort and that this type of event is not rare in
history judging by the table below:

The mad race to increase debt is accompanied by another form of negligence, incompetence and carelessness:
public assets are not managed efficiently and professionally and are buried in the mass of Government
activities. This means that a decision to sell or not sell an asset cannot be assessed apolitically or from an
economic opportunity perspective. A number of economists have looked at this issue and published a book The
Public Wealth of Nations (Dag Detter and Stefan Fölster). They estimate that “publicly-owned commercial assets”
(i.e. not needed for the Government to exercise its sovereign functions) represent a global value of 75 billion
billion, twice as much as total pension fund assets. And as a general rule these assets are poorly managed - if
they are at all – since they are not entrusted to professionals who are dedicated to this task and duly monitored
and overseen like the bodies and management of sovereign wealth funds. They propose to separate
management of such commercial public assets from public administration tasks and allocate them to professional
managers to optimise their economic efficiency. It is obvious that the public purse – and therefore the taxpayer –
would benefit first from the generation of a potential yield estimated at 2.7 billion billion.
See the two tables on the next page. The first shows the total value of various aggregated wealth collectives. The
second shows the proportion of government financial and non-financial assets against debt for some countries
(both taken from the above book).
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The approach recommended by these economists would control public debt and therefore restart infrastructure
investment. This would restore the credibility of Government which has been undermined by regular cases of bad
management.

Democracy…
The excessive media hyping of elections, particularly presidential elections, makes one despair: the show is
becoming more and more important than the real issues. Voters complain about it but the media reader-viewerconsumer (the same person) loves it and is hooked. Democracy is reaching its limits. We can be thankful we have
an indirect system for electing federal counsellors in Switzerland and hope the bad idea of direct election by the
people doesn’t rear its ugly head again…
We have a Father Christmas syndrome. Voters know the promises being made cannot be kept but they want to
hear them all the same like a child who wants to have this share of the dream.

“A n elect ion is not hing more t han t he advanced
auct ion of st olen goods.“ H. L. Mencken
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“A democracy cannot exist as a permanent f orm of government . It
can only exist unt il t he vot ers discover t hat t hey can vot e
t hemselves largesse f rom t he public t reasury. From t hat moment
on, t he majorit y always vot es f or t he candidat es promising
t he most benef it s f rom t he public t reasury wit h t he result t hat
a democracy always collapses over loose f iscal policy, always
f ollowed by a dict at orship. T he average age of t he world’s
great est civilizat ions has been 200 years. T hese nat ions
have progressed t hrough t his sequence : From bondage t o
spirit ual f ait h ; From spirit ual f ait h t o great courage ;
From courage t o libert y ; From libert y t o abundance ; From
abundance t o self ishness ; From self ishness t o apat hy ;
From apat hy t o dependence ; From dependence back
int o bondage.“ Alexander Fraser Tytler
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P sychology and human philosophy: why are t here so many incompet ent people at t he t op?
According to a study by the Harvard Business Review the reason is that we harbour an unconscious confusion
when we “evaluate” someone else, between self-confidence and competence. In addition since men are
apparently better at bluffing and more willing to exhibit arrogant behaviour which is seen as a sign of
“competence”, this may explain why they are over-represented in leadership positions compared to women. See
http://bit.ly/1UIisrX
And now, a bit tongue in cheek, a quick illustrated guide to looking “competent”: (http://bit.ly/1GinxAI).
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T o f inish, an opt imist ic observat ion f rom Woody A llen:

“More t han any ot her t ime in hist ory, mank ind f aces a crossroads.
One pat h leads t o despair and ut t er hopelessness. T he ot her, t o
t ot al ext inct ion. Let us pray we have t he wisdom t o
choose correct ly.“ Woody Allen

For your information this document is also available in French and German. The tables and quotes have been
translated into French and German. The English version is the official version. To obtain a copy please send an
email to info@spg.ch or info@rytz.com.
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